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Abstract
A key strategy of TV companies in the UK and US since the late 1990s, has been to create distinctive channel brands with flagship TV shows as brands that act to convey the channel’s brand values to audiences.  Mainstream quality cult shows, including Doctor Who (2005-) for the BBC and Game of Thrones (2011-) for HBO, have conveyed something of the brand of their respective channels in the highly competitive multi-media global TV market.  In this essay, I analyse star images as brands (aspects of star image used for economic and promotional purposes), to consider their role as part of the launch and promotion of global cult tele-fantasy brands through promotional paratexts and their subsequent integration into the TV series narrative. Through the analysis, I argue that key aspects of star brands – particularly authenticity and intertextuality - are a central part of processes of mainstreaming, ‘cult-ification’ and generic balance, necessary to make mainstream cult tele-fantasy in the contemporary TV landscape.   I contend this highlights the increasing importance of cult as a currency in global TV branding and of star brands in shoring up its extensive commodification.  In doing so, I add to the understanding of star branding as part of the commodification of cult for mainstream tele-fantasy, a previously under-studied/theorised aspect of star and television studies.





‘Do you wanna come with me?’  (Christopher Eccleston as the Ninth Doctor, in a TV trailer for the relaunch of Doctor Who [2005-])
This line from an early trailer for the 2005 relaunch of the BBC’s cult classic science fiction series Doctor Who would have a very different meaning if spoken by an unknown actor.  Watching Christopher Eccleston orate these words, while reading the trailer alongside all the other promotional paratexts for the launch of series, there is little doubt that the BBC were asking the audience if they wanted to take a televisual journey with Eccleston, as well as the cult character, the Doctor.  Eccleston had already worked with new Doctor Who series showrunner Russell T. Davies, a writer known for his serious - and at times controversial - TV dramas.  Thus, the promotional signals suggested this is not simply the return of the cult series but one that would appeal to those who enjoy the dramatic work of Eccleston and Davies.  This approach to the relaunch of Doctor Who, where the BBC gave star power, equal if not greater billing than the cult character, was a significant shift in the BBC’s approach when compared to their previous attempt to bring the Doctor back.  In the one-off film released in 1996, Doctor Who: The Movie - a joint production between the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and the BBC - the promotional tagline for the trailer read ‘He’s back and it’s about time’.  There, the focus was on the cult character, rather than the star.  Paul McGann was also a well-known and serious actor when he joined Doctor Who for the one-off film.  He bought with him ‘cult’ status from his starring role in Withnail and I (1987).  It was not for lack of stardom that the BBC refrained from foregrounding Paul McGann’s persona in promotion for the film.  There was then an evident shift by the BBC from an approach that relied on the cult character of the Doctor to draw audiences in, to one that also draws on the stardom and connotations of a star brand to generate interest among audiences.  This moment is emblematic of a more general shift since the late 1990s, to use an actor’s star image (e.g. persona, acting history and style) to promote the launch or relaunch of a TV series which I will explore through this essay specifically in relation to cult tele-fantasy. 
The relationship between an actors’ star status and their character has been the subject of some debate in cult tele-fantasy​[1]​ studies.   For instance, Roberta E. Pearson argues, ‘cult television may entangle actor with character more than with other television fictions’ (2004: 62).   Sara Gwenllian Jones (2000) goes further and posits that in cult television the audience suspends belief to such an extent that the actor embodying the fictional character becomes almost superfluous; ‘Cult film and television audiences are more likely to understand actors as part of the cult text's repertoire, wherein character rather than performer, is all-important’ (11).    More recently, academics (Hills, 2003; Hills and Williams, 2003; Chin and Hills, 2008 and Williams, 2013) have explored the notion of ‘subcultural celebrity’ – ‘mediated figures who are treated as famous only by, and for, their fan audiences’ (Hills, 2003: 61).  Here, the discussion has focused around the possibilities for the blurring of stardom with cult character by TV channels, stars themselves and fans.  In this paper, I build upon and complicate these arguments, by considering the role of stardom in the making and promotion of what Matt Hills (2010) and Stacey Abbott (2010) have referred to as ‘mainstream cult’ television. TV production teams and channels​[2]​ have increasingly recognised the value of cult TV audiences but have wanted to ensure that tele-fantasy texts could still draw audiences beyond fans of science fiction or alternative cultish shows.
This led to the production of large- scale tele-fantasy texts designed to create intense fan speculation (examples include Lost [2004-2010], Battlestar Gallactica [2004-2009] and more recently Westworld [2016-] and Stranger Things [2016-]).   While cult TV characters dominated over the stardom of many actors who played them in the 1990s as Pearson has suggested, flagship shows of major channels in the UK and US now regularly feature at least one star known outside subcultural tele-fantasy fandoms for their credentials in serious TV drama or Hollywood film.   Cathy Johnson (2012) has noted that in the competitive, fragmented and trans-medial TV market since the 1990s (known as TVIII​[3]​ and, as Jenner [2016] would argue more recently TVIV), programme brands have become an important part of the way channels brand themselves, stand out and draw audiences in the global TV marketplace.  Alongside this change, as TV channels have sought to legitimise TV (as not inferior to cinema) through a shift to brand TV as ‘quality’, this in turn has attracted stars from other genres, or from Hollywood film.    `
In this way, TV has followed Hollywood film, where stars are an important part of building expectations of a film (McDonald, 2013).  Of course, TV - despite the significant changes relating to new media technologies and audience habits - is different to film.  TV’s episodic nature means that stars can have an on-going relationship with the series on and off screen for the time that they appear in the series (Bennett and Holmes, 2010).  What is notable about the recent trend for stars who are known for their work outside the genre or for their work in Hollywood to be included in mainstream cult tele-fantasy shows, is that they often only appear in the initial promotions and first series of the show and then are either written-out or become less prominent in promotional paratexts​[4]​.  Thus, TV channels and the stars themselves heavily commodify star images in the initial stages of launching in paratexts and the core text​[5]​  of a new cult tele-fantasy series and then reduce their presence. This strategy to use star power to launch TV series is not exclusive to mainstream cult tele-fantasy.  Other non-cult tele-fantasy shows use this approach including Nicole Kidman in Big Little Lies (2017-) and Clare Danes in Homeland (2011-). However, in launching mainstream cult tele-fantasy, TV companies and stars draw on star persona, acting heritage and intertextuality in particular ways through discourses of authenticity, nostalgia and genre to help extend a programme brand’s mainstream credentials and/or position it against an imagined mainstream.  
The success of mainstream cult TV hinges upon its ability to manage a tension between being mainstream (commercially viable and generically accessible) (Abbott, 2010), while signalling its authenticity somehow (for example, through its authorial idiosyncrasy or some narrative element that connotes the alternative). The theoretical interest of this essay lies in exploring the symmetry between these attributes of making and maintaining mainstream cult TV, and the similar tensions between the ordinary (authentic) and extraordinary (part of the star/media system) required in maintaining the viability of the star (Dyer, 1991).   I explore this through the role of economics and promotion in utilising aspects of a star’s image, to brand stars in such a way that contributes to processes of mainstreaming cult tele-fantasy.   In doing so, I add to the understanding of the uses of star images as brands in the commodification of cult for mainstream TV tele-fantasy brands, a previously under-studied intersection between star and television studies. I begin with a discussion of existing debates, and then move on to demonstrate how star images are used as brands by TV companies, in processes of mainstreaming and cult-ification, through analysis of three case studies of stars and their appearances in the promotions, and core textual narratives of, cult mainstream tele-fantasy series. 
Mainstream Cult TV
Pearson (2010: 7) has noted that cult TV is a term so widely applied it is in danger of becoming meaningless.   Nevertheless, while cult TV has morphed through commodification, it is still possible to identify TV with cult features. For the purposes of this paper, I define ‘cult TV’ as TV with an intensely engaged audience, its attributes include as Pearson and Jones (2004: ix) note, ‘offbeat qualities’, edginess, draws niche or subcultural audiences, has nostalgic appeal, or as Hills has more latterly argued, has ever expanding ‘hyperdiegetic universes’ (Hills, 2015: 361).  The boundaries between whether the audience creates cult or TV producers design it that way, have blurred.  Producers and TV channels are now aware of the benefits of courting cult audiences for their programming and the integration of their fans into the making of the text and associated paratexts (Hills, 2010: 77).  Cult audiences develop an intense relationship with the text, wish to discuss and speculate the mysteries and dangling causes created by the writers of the show and perhaps, most significantly, they become loyal, often buying more ancillary products or texts related to the series (Abbott, 2010: 1).  Lost set the template for creating mainstream cult tele-fantasy that interested speculative audiences through intense marketing strategies about its unanswered textual questions while also drawing in viewers interested in its drama or action orientation. As Abbott notes: ‘Lost demonstrates that with the changes to programme strategies, viewing habits and broadcast/playback technologies that characterise contemporary television, the cult programme is no longer simply the purview of the discerning viewer distinguishing one show from the mass of mainstream material.  Rather, cult has been appropriated for the mainstream’ (2009: 23).  Thus, in making mainstream cult tele-fantasy, there is a need to weld aspects of cult into formulas that can still hold wider audiences alongside cult audiences who still want to read a cult show against a ‘totemic other’ (Hills, 2010: 68).  

Stars as images and brands

Before thinking more specifically about stars as part of mainstreaming cult tele-fantasy, it is necessary to be clear about my use of the terms ‘star’, ‘star image’ and ‘star branding’.  For some time, academics saw stars as the preserve of Hollywood.  For example, Ellis makes the distinction between film and TV by suggesting that those appearing on TV are personalities, not stars; that TV reduces a star’s extraordinariness (1991).  Other conceptions of TV actors and their images have acknowledged that TV actors may have less notoriety or be famous amongst certain fan groups. Writing about cult TV actors, Hills and Williams (2005) have referred to their off-screen image and reputation as a form of ‘sub-cultural’ celebrity. I use the term star in this piece, firstly to reflect the trans-medial nature of stardom as something that lives beyond film or Hollywood.  Secondly, because the term reflects, as it does in relation to Hollywood stars, that stars are a  form of celebrity whose on-screen characters are inextricably linked to the star who portrays them.  Thirdly, connected to this, the study of the star has often been interested to understand the promotional vehicle that the star and their image offers to film (and now TV). 

For Dyer, stars were always trans-medial, hence they became a highly complex sign or set of signs that he called the ‘star image’ (1998).  ‘With stars, the “terms” involved are essentially images. By “image” here, I do not understand an exclusively visual sign, but rather a complex configuration of visual, verbal and aural signs. This configuration may constitute the general image of stardom or of a particular star. It is manifest not only in films but also in all kinds of media text’ (ibid: 34).  Thus, there has been a considerable interest in film studies in stardom, focusing on stars as makers of meaning in the film text or paratexts and audience identification with those meanings.  Stars have always served to create interest in a film, media product or brand. In McDonald’s work on star images as brands, this is what he calls the ‘intersection between meaning and money.’ (2013: 3).  He notes that while stars have always had an economic role in the marketing of films, attention paid to stars in film studies has prioritised ideological analysis of stars without thinking about its connection to the economic status of stars as brands.  This is also the case when studying stars in the TV context.  

Stars, the mainstream and authenticity 
Stardom has traditionally been associated with the mainstream therefore it is often positioned as immediately oppositional to cult (Egan and Thomas, 2013: 2).  This relates to its roots in the Hollywood star system​[6]​ – a system that emerged in the early 1900s and is instrumental in promoting Hollywood film (Gamson, 1994: 25).  Stardom is thus associated with the commercial system, whereas cult has connotations that audiences often deem more authentic.  However, the two are not mutually exclusive – stars as celebrities must also offer authenticity for audiences to accept them.  Stars and mainstream cult are caught in an axis of the commercial and large-scale industry set against the audiences’ desire for a sense of authenticity, even if it is difficult to separate the commodified aspects of the cult series or the star image from what is ‘authentic’.   
Much of the work on cult film stardom has been interested to understand a star’s position in the cultural field that is able to hold a mainstream status, while also holding a sense of authenticity for the audience​[7]​.   One of the paradoxes of stardom is that as audiences, we crave authenticity from stars - a sense there is a real person that is identifiable from the trappings of fame and the world of the media.  As Zukin (2008) notes of our desire to consume authenticity, it is much like social theorist Rousseau’s conceptualisation of the authentic individual.  To adapt Rousseau’s philosophical tenet in relation to stardom – we want to believe that there is a person who is closer to nature and distanced from the institutional workings of the star or celebrity system.  We can of course rarely truly access this aspect of the star.  Much like our desire to economically self-actualise, within the context of neoliberal capitalism, it is an unattainable goal where as a society we continue to chase an idea of what it is to be an economic success, with no real idea of what the end goal looks like.  As Egan and Thomas note, this insatiable desire for a star’s authenticity sits within the framework of the cultural production of stardom, where their position in the perceived glamour of the world of TV and film alongside their skills as actors, seems extraordinary.  This must be balanced by a narrative of ordinariness (authenticity) for stars to ‘make sense’ to audiences within their social and ideological contexts (2013: 7). In short, the dialectic of the extraordinary and the ordinary is partly what makes stars (Dyer, 1991).  Stars then, like TV programmes, can have cultish properties because audiences read their authenticity or cult credentials against an imagined ‘other’ that is the mainstream, which shifts in different contexts.  These mainstream and authentic aspects of stardom have economic and promotional uses for mainstream cult TV.
Mainstream cult tele-fantasy and star branding
Cathy Johnson has noted the continued pursuit of loyal affluent audiences has motivated TV producers to heavily market series with both quality and cult attributes (2005: 11). This included foregrounding higher production values and the use of increasingly complex narratives (Cardwell, 2007: 26 and Mittel, 2015: 2).  Although this trend started in the late 1990s, TV channels have since expanded this strategy to create flagship shows that are an integral part of global channel branding.  While the shift to VOD has embedded binge watching as an audience practice (connected to its heritage as a place to watch DVD sets) (Jenner, 2016: 6), the rise of VOD has arguably only made the need for channels to have strong flagship programmes (brands), even greater.  Add to this, the rise of a myriad number of social networking and online platforms, creating ever-more complex levels of publicity needed to promote channels and programmes to audiences. Thus, making stand out quality shows with the cult attributes of nostalgia, enigma and subversive (authentic) appeal, to package as visible brands, is now a key strategy that helps ensure stand out and attract viewers/subscribers in the fragmented global TV market place.  
As Cathy Johnson has highlighted ‘the value of television for its viewers has always been the experiences and feelings created through the act of watching. Developing television programmes as brands is concerned with extending and multiplying these experiences’ (2012: 147).  The practice of using key programme brands to represent a channel, to extend a set of values of the channel through the experiences and feelings created by the programme in the global TV marketplace is now commonplace.   The consecutive successes of series including Doctor Who, Lost, Battlestar Galactica (2004-2010), Game of Thrones (2011-) and Westworld (2016-), are examples of quality cult tele-fantasies that have achieved mainstream global success for their respective channels.  As brands, they represent the channel to global audiences foregrounding the channel’s brand values.  Doctor Who and Sherlock (2010-2017) are both shows where aspects of British identity are heavily foregrounded that reminds viewers of the heritage of the channel brand. Game of Thrones is large scale ‘cinematic’ cult tele-fantasy series, the experience of which reminds viewers of HBO’s core brand proposition of ‘It’s not TV, it’s HBO’.  Channels and programme makers are increasingly using star brands in this way to extend the experiences of a series beyond the core narrative, thus representing the programme brand and in turn the channel brand.  
A good recent example would be the short inclusion of Maisie Williams in four episodes of series nine of Doctor Who.   When the BBC announced William’s introduction to the series through press release, the headline positioned her as ‘Game of Thrones’ star.  However, at this point, there was no information about her new Doctor Who character, Ashildir.  In an interview with the showrunner Steven Moffat however, he told us something of the new character but through the prism of Maisie Williams, noting she ‘is going to give him exactly the right sort of hell’ (Chester, 2015).  Viewers could read this in at least two ways.  At the time, Maisie was playing Arya Stark in Game of Thrones, a character known for her bravery and for her resistance to the care reluctantly shown towards her by Sandor Glegane; a good summary of her relationship to Sandor is that she gave him hell.  More widely, her star image was also one known by audiences for representing feminist views and thus, ideologically speaking, ‘giving hell’ to patriarchy.  Maisie Williams only joined Doctor Who for four episodes and at a time when the previous season’s ratings had dipped below 7 million a number of times – low ratings not seen since season two of the rebooted Doctor Who (The Mind Robber, 2014).  Thus, the BBC foregrounded aspects of her star image that could bring parts of her character from Game of Thrones and her own star persona to the Doctor Who brand, to bolster the series’ brand values as global cult tele-fantasy.
In the next section of this essay then, I analyse stars in relation to the specific context of the new TV series they are promoting, to consider how their star brands contribute and help position a series as cultish and mainstream. To be specific, if stardom is a key tool in mainstreaming cult tele-fantasy, what specific ‘processes of cult-ification’ (Egan and Thomas, 2012) and/or mainstreaming, are taking place in relation to the stars involved and what can this tell us about the commodification of cult TV more broadly.  To do this, I want to explore the practices used by TV channels and stars themselves to position star branding through TV paratexts and the core text, and in turn the programme brand.  Given the importance of paratexts for cult TV’s speculative pleasures (Hills, 2014: 14) and building expectation for a TV series, I will focus upon corporate controlled (Hardy, 2011: 8) material, that TV companies generate prior to the launch of a new series or episode known as ‘prior paratexts’ (Hills, 2014: 184).  These include press releases, interviews with the stars of new series, online and press advertising and TV/cinema trailers.    I will analyse three case studies of stars and their respective tele-fantasy series.  Each star is different; they bring various acting histories, styles and varying degrees of connection to Hollywood stardom.  However, I want to demonstrate that by capitalising on aspects of authenticity, generic and mainstream associations of their star brands, each serves a function needed to maintain the viability of mainstream tele-fantasy TV brands, heavily reliant on the commodification of cult.
Genre, intertextuality and the presence of the star as brand in TV texts
Stars on television, like film, have become important vehicles, based on their reputation and acting histories, for bringing different sets of audiences together.  To return to the case mentioned at the beginning of this essay, the BBC’s decision to bring its cult classic science fiction series Doctor Who back to its primetime BBC1 early Saturday evening slot, is a good example.   The series follows the adventures of a time traveller, the Doctor, across space and time.  The Doctor can regenerate her/his body enabling a succession of actors to play the part, giving the series a longevity not enjoyed by many TV series up until its cancellation in 1989.  The pressure was therefore on for the writer/showrunner Russell T. Davies and the production team to prove that they could regenerate the Doctor and still generate Saturday evening ratings that could compete with main rival ITV.  The TV landscape had changed dramatically since the show was previously on air, with the availability of multiple channels (there were only four terrestrial channels available in the UK when Doctor Who went off air) across digital, cable and satellite networks; new strategies in TV production and promotion had emerged to generate smaller but solid niche audiences.  However, in this case, the BBC faced similar challenges to those that marked the last time the series aired.  The BBC did not have to please advertisers by attracting spend rich audiences, a marketing strategy that cult TV helped to deliver for US commercial stations (Short, 2011:34).  Instead, with its continuing commitment to make all round family entertainment for its license paying viewers, it still needed to bring disparate audiences back together for larger-scale family viewing on a Saturday evening. 
The strategy adopted by the BBC was to foreground elements of the new series that would appeal to wider audiences, beyond those that liked the original series or were science fiction fans.  To help deliver this approach, the star image of Christopher Eccleston featured heavily in the promotion of the new series.   The BBC and the production team of Doctor Who used aspects of Eccleston’s acting heritage, to draw in audiences that might not necessarily have taken Doctor Who seriously in the past.  The first paragraph of the first press release about the new series from the BBC opens with the line, ‘Acclaimed actor Christopher Eccleston plays Doctor Who’​[8]​.  Here, the BBC invokes Christopher Eccleston’s credentials based on his acting past in film and serious TV dramas.  Alongside Eccleston’s film stardom from British cult movie Shallow Grave (1994), he later had his first larger film role in The Others (2001) a Spanish/Hollywood collaboration, alongside Nicole Kidman.  Televisually, Eccleston was perhaps most famous for his roles as DCI David Billborough in the hit ITV police psychologist series, Cracker (1993-1994) but also for other roles as Nicky Hutchinson in the BBC’s Our Friends in the North (1996) and then more latterly in the tale of a modern-day Jesus in The Second Coming (2003).  In this way, the BBC foregrounded Eccleston’s serious drama credentials to attract potential audiences including his fans and those with generic interests beyond science fiction.  
The strategy to use star image as brands in the mainstreaming of cult through the BBC’s promotion of the series, is even more obvious when we analyse the positioning of the other leading star of the new series, Billie Piper.  A star known for her pop career and through celebrity gossip columns for her very public relationship with the radio DJ Chris Evans, she brought the young and subversive aspects of her star image to connote the fun aspects of the show.  To counterbalance this, the BBC promoted her as a serious actor to reassure older audiences about her presence in the text.  The series press materials highlight her recent acting debut in the BBC’s Canterbury Tales (2003), a text that suggested relevant links to classic literature with all its serious associations. At this stage, Piper’s star power was of course less than Eccleston’s, but the series invigorated her status as an actor and in turn her star status, to such an extent that it was Piper’s star brand that was used to provide some continuity to the series when Eccleston departed at the end of series one.     
Despite Piper’s longer-term importance, during launch phase, the BBC foregrounded Eccleston’s star brand and saw him as integral to its vision for the new Doctor Who through the presence of his star image in the TV series as well as promotional paratexts.  In the TV narrative, Eccleston kept his own Salford accent, creating the greatest distance yet in the history of the Doctor as a cult character from the dominance of Standard English Received Pronunciation (RP).  Indeed, since Eccleston’s departure from the series, he has made it public that when he started to play the role of the Doctor, he insisted on keeping his Northern accent to avoid associations of RP with intellect and to honour his working -class roots (Furness, 2015).  In this sense, he literally brought some of his own off-screen persona as Christopher Eccleston into the core narrative and on screen presence of the Doctor.  This authenticity provided a good grounding with which to reassure audiences about the risk they would take watching a series that by the time of its revival, had earned a reputation for being an old-fashioned science fiction series that was the preserve of geeks.
Eccleston is an early example of the showrunner working with the star to create a new narrative about a cult show that combines elements of a star’s persona and intertextuality to shape cult character, narrative and promotion of a new show.  Eccleston left after series one, citing disagreements with the showrunner, producer and co-producer (Radio Times, 2018).  Nevertheless, it was at least partly the unique combination of Eccleston’s star brand with the cult character and story of Doctor Who, which enabled the series to be such an instant TV hit with ratings for Doctor Who not seen since Colin Baker’s time as the Doctor (The Mind Robber, 2014).  This branding of a star’s generic intertextuality and persona in promotion is also evident in more recent US-based tele-fantasy. 
The revival of the cult classic film Westworld, the story of a wild-west theme park hosted by robots, is a good example.  Anthony Hopkins, a Hollywood star known prior to Westworld for a range of mainstream Hollywood films, with perhaps his most famous role being as Hannibal Lecture in Silence of the Lambs (1991) and then Hannibal, features heavily in several of the season one trailers. These connections not only mean that Hopkin’s star image offers Hollywood as part of his brand, but also the cultish connotations that horror offers, particularly the role of Lecter which has gained a cult following of its own.  In the mature cinematic trailer​[9]​, Hopkins is the second voice heard at 0.22 seconds and he is the first to appear on screen with lines.  In the trailer at 0.26 seconds, he is shown on-screen speaking to one of the robots Dolores (Rachel Evan Wood) and tells her ‘You are in my dream; I designed every part of this place’.  In terms of the timing of this trailer, the audience knew little about the character Hopkins would be playing; we can read his line as spoken by Ford or Hopkins.  However, at this point, the dream and the world Hopkins says he built, belongs more to Hopkins who we know, than to Ford, who we do not.   The clips of Hopkins chosen for this trailer, work to blur the character he plays, Ford, with the actor Hopkins. In the same way as Eccleston, it gives the sense that we are being invited into the meta-narrative by Hopkins/Ford, rather than just the character he is playing. 
In the same way that the BBC positioned the first series of Doctor Who as a journey with Eccleston the actor, the narrative about Hopkins in prior paratexts and then the TV series narrative, also plays on Hopkin’s acting reputation of playing the villain and the centrality of this character type to his star image.   Indeed, in interviews sanctioned by the Westworld production team prior to the launch of the series, Hopkins foregrounds that producers and writers seem to typecast him as the villain, and that Westworld is no exception.  In an interview with the UK based Radio Times (2016), before Westworld’s launch in the UK, the magazine draws attention to the similarity of the Ford character to Hannibal in Silence of the Lambs noting that he is doing it again with his ‘trademark soft voice, off-beat pauses, quiet thinking and in-human acts’(np). Thus, as an audience we are reassured that Westworld will not only be an adventure into a cult tele-fantasy world, but also one that will enable us again to enjoy the pleasures of Hopkins, acting to type. 
Westworld, as a text with a cult classic heritage, requires that the channel demonstrate how the series draws on the older version, while changing it enough to be interesting to new and old audiences.  Westworld as a revival is a heavily commodified proposition to the audience - the challenge is to resell audiences a cult classic.  Paradoxically, stars like Eccleston and Hopkins offer a commodified authenticity based on the audiences’ knowledge of their previous work, their links to generic forms or the types of characters they play, which is part of commodifying cult.  Moreover, while the production team and the channel have some guarantee of regaining audiences who like the cult classic version of the text, the actors offer a brand that signifies other genres to widen the appeal of the series and signify the mainstream (through acceptance as a well-known actor).  While both actors offer something new to the reboots of these cult objects, they also both offer other nostalgic pleasures to the viewer; given that both actors to a certain extent played themselves or the type of character, they usually played. It should not be surprising then, that even in trying to create something new based on a cult classic, nostalgia features heavily in both Westworld and Doctor Who.  Nostalgia is, after all, a recurrent trope in cultish television.  In the next part of this essay, I explore this further through one more recent case study of US tele-fantasy, to consider the role of the star brand for a series, which is not a reboot but is still heavily reliant on cultish objects and its nostalgic currency. 
Generating authentic nostalgia through the star brand 	
The sense of familiarity brought by well-known stars, has very specific uses in terms of propositions that heavily commodify cult objects in the form of mainstream cult TV.  Winona Ryder’s stardom was a key part of signalling generic balance, as well as being emblematic of the authentic, in the launch of Netflix’s Stranger Things.  Since its launch, it has become one of Netflix’s flagship shows alongside House of Cards (2013-) and Orange is the New Black (2013).  It received a cultish response from fans keen to unravel the show’s puzzles, reportedly generating more engagement on social networking sites than any other Netflix series (DeSantis, 2016). The series blends mystery, thriller and science fiction in a 1980s setting with a series of tropes, motifs and scenes that play homage to the cult pop culture and films of the era, particularly those directed by Steven Spielberg, John Carpenter and Stephen King.  Indeed generically, one could argue that nostalgia is as much a theme of the series as its science fiction aspects. Netflix were not shy about their cultish and nostalgic intentions for the series in their corporate sanctioned media coverage, highlighting the prominence of cult as a TV strategy, but also the value of cult as capital for the reporting media (Haslop, 2014).  Entertainment Weekly reported, ‘Stranger Things will span eight episodes. Netflix said, via press release, ‘the series functions as a “love letter to the ubiquitous cult classics” of the 80s. Joining Ryder and Harbour among the cast are Finn Wolfhard, Millie Brown, Gaten Matarazzo, and Caleb McLaughlin’ (Nolfi, 2016).  
Ryder’s star image was particularly relevant given its mix of signifiers that connect her to cult and the mainstream.  Her cultish attributes manifested through her filmic heritage (such as 80s cult films Heathers (1988) and Beetlejuice (1988)), and her subversive and rebellious younger off-screen persona. Similarly, to Eccleston and Hopkins, she bought some generic, and Hollywood (thus, in this context, mainstream), associations.  She was a familiar Hollywood face - also famous for starring in non-science fiction hits including Age of Innocence (1993) and Reality Bites (1994).  Thus, in branding terms, Netflix positioned her star image as one that was not out of place in association with the programme’s cultish objectives, but could still appeal to wider audiences, otherwise deterred by the series’ title and its cultish associations.  This is evident in the following quote from a channel-sanctioned interview with Ryder about the series: ‘“It’s all about trying something new,” 44-year old Ryder previously told People of taking on her first leading role on a TV series. “This is a genre that I enjoy watching, but haven’t necessarily explored before, which drew me to the project… I think the audience will love the nostalgic voyage back in time before technology had completely taken over. Kids were asked to put their toys away at dinner – not their phones. Yet, there were astronauts going to space and government conspiracies loomed. It was just such a different world back then.’ (Nolfi, 2016).  Ryder - in the same way as Eccleston in the relaunch trailer of Doctor Who - is asking the audience through this promotional medium - to ‘come with her’, but specifically addressing those that might be deterred by science fiction, highlighted by her suggestion that this is something she has not done before, but wants to explore.  
At that time, she was Ryder that will be in Stranger Things; Netflix were using her star brand to show where Ryder fitted with her new character Joyce Byers.  For example, as noted in the earlier quote, she discusses how viewers will enjoy seeing kids playing before the era of phones; in this way hinting at the matriarchal presence she will become in the series.  Indeed, she notes something of the history of the time to give context, further positioning her as a parental, familiar figure and the series’ voice of the historical.  In this way, even though Ryder’s star power was arguably greatest in the 1990s, it began in the late 1980s, thus, she is the only ‘authentic’ part of the 1980s, in a series that was a pastiche of the most loved film representations of the 1980s.  Ryder all at once offers a sense of authenticity, cult capital and a blurred sense of nostalgia, that fits well with the speculative mechanics of making cult TV itself.
Lizardi has observed that in Netflx’s drive to maintain its subscribers, a key strategy has been to foster a sense of melancholia in its fans ‘because consumers are made to feel they need to have continual access to texts that feed nostalgic longing’. (Lizardi, 2018: 383).  As a brand that can support Netflix’s aims in this context, Ryder offers a very useful mix in terms of her Hollywood cult fame, but also as an object in the text that offers more authenticity in relation to the 1980s than the rest of the series is able.  Nostalgia has become a core currency with which Netflix has begun to trade; maintaining its authenticity when programme brands such as Stranger Things heavily commodify and co-opt obvious 1980s film tropes, is therefore an emerging challenge for its producers and ultimately Netflix. A challenge that they meet here through the star brand that Ryder offers.

Conclusion
In this paper, I have argued that TV companies use star images as brands in specific ways as a central part of processes of cult-ification and mainstreaming that help build flagship global cult tele-fantasy shows in their early phase.  Stars and channels suture aspects of star image as brands into prior paratexts, where they exist as part actor, part character; building a sense of audience familiarity with the new character.  However, in the case of flagship mainstream cult tele-fantasy, these star’s brands are also imprinted on the series’ core and meta-narrative through the paratext, and the TV episodes, in other ways, to specifically create mainstream cult tele-fantasy brands.  They act to represent the familiar when a cult series is taking us on a journey into the strange, to signal some sense of authenticity as part of intensely commodified cult objects or represent the mainstream of Hollywood.  
In all the cases discussed, the respective cult characters still loom large.  The BBC still asks Eccleston to reprise his role as the Doctor and the press is still interested in his departure from the series, ten years on.  Ryder is absent from the trailers for the second series of Stranger Things, her stardom no longer required to breathe life into a show that became a successful brand of its own.  Hopkins was notably absent from the series two publicity, while his character Ford still made a late series two comeback. In all cases, however, in the realms of the pre-launch and pre-episodic paratext in different ways, their stardoms were integral to the success of the creation and maintenance of their cult characters, complicating arguments based on earlier cult TV, suggesting that cult character overshadows stardom.   As it becomes increasingly difficult to justify the binaries we have defended around the borders between the ‘legitimate’ TV text, and the lowbrow and hype-orientated paratext, so too do we find it hard to separate the resurrection or creation of successful cult characters with the commodification of aspects of the actor’s star brand.  Their stardoms are engines in the contextual, but dialectical relations, of cult versus ‘the mainstream’.  By helping to maintain the tensions between these two positions through promotional paratexts and the core TV text, the star is kept burning, their authenticity, generic associations and extraordinary star status, commodified for long enough to help make cult mainstream, boost the viability of reboots or bolster heavily nostalgic formats. 
While these cases challenge notions of cult characters as larger than their respective actors - at least from the perspective of the launch phase - their stardoms are part and parcel of creating complex speculative and interpretive practices that have come to characterise, and define, cult TV.  As Hanna notes of the cult TV series The Prisoner (1968-1969), in terms of the continual production of merchandise and the recent remake of the series, ‘cult television’s distinction as unusual or exceptional content can also serve to distract from, or even efface, the industry’s interest in ensuring that it always remains, at its core, a commodity’ (2014: 445).  The trend to cast and promote stars with mainstream and cultish associations, and the clear strategies positioning these stars as voices of the authentic, are corollaries of the extent to which cult is now a currency of its own.  To reframe this in terms of star studies, in the process of branding stars in the mainstreaming of cult TV, ‘star images function crucially in relation to contradictions within and between ideologies (commercial versus authentic), which they seek variously to ‘manage’ or ‘resolve’ (my addition in italics) (Dyer, 1998:34). 
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^1	  I use the term cult tele-fantasy in this paper not to contest the notion that cult TV exists in other genres (The Mighty Boosh for comedy, would be an example [Hunt, 2014]), but to focus on the specific dynamics of cult tele-fantasy as a sub-genre.
^2	  I use the term channel in this paper to encompass the range of transmedial TV outlets now available including TV networks, cable/satellite channels and online demand services.
^3	  The use of TV1 to TVIV to reference ‘eras’ of television is not without its problems. Most notably, it is difficult to pinpoint when TV eras begin and end, given that change is incremental and gradual.  However, I use it here as a useful way of referring to features of the TV industry and the way its TV products were/are consumed in the very broadest sense.
^4	  Examples include Christopher Eccleston in Doctor Who, Michelle Yo in the recent Star Trek Discovery (2017-) launch or Winona Ryder in Stranger Things (2016-).  
^5	  I follow Gray’s (2015) argument here that paratexts are as part of the text (of the meaning we take from a TV series).  However, for clarity, I will refer to the paratext, the meta-narrative (meaning of the whole series and all its sanctioned paratexts) and the core text (the TV episode or episodes themselves).    
^6	  Although as Dyer (1998) notes stars emerged in relation to theatre in the 18th century
^7	  See Egan and Thomas’ (2013) edited collection for a range of chapters focusing on this aspect of cult film stardom. 
^8	  To be clear, the BBC refers to Eccleston as an actor in their press materials but I would argue that they do so in order to foreground this aspect of his star image as a ‘serious actor’.  Thus, I am suggesting that at the time Eccleston might not have held the type of star status associated to Hollywood stars known across the globe, but his star image was one known by many mostly British Audiences in relation to his TV and film drama work.
^9	  Known as the mature trailer in relation to its R rated content according to the MPAA U.S film classification.  Thus, the trailer could only be shown before films with an R or NC17 rating.  https://filmratings.com/Content/Downloads/rating_rules.pdf
